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Abstract This paper presents an extension to the agent-based model ‘‘Creative

Industries Development–Urban Spatial Structure Transformation’’ by incorporating

GIS data. Three agent classes, creative firms, creative workers and urban govern-

ment, are considered in the model, and the spatial environment represents a set of

GIS data layers (i.e. road network, key housing areas, land use). With the goal to

facilitate urban policy makers to draw up policies locally and optimise the land use

assignment in order to support the development of creative industries, the improved

model exhibited its capacity to assist the policy makers conducting experiments and

simulating different policy scenarios to see the corresponding dynamics of the

spatial distributions of creative firms and creative workers across time within a city/

district. The spatiotemporal graphs and maps record the simulation results and can

be used as a reference by the policy makers to adjust land use plans adaptively at

different stages of the creative industries’ development process.

Keywords Creative industries � Urban planning � Land use � GIS � Agent-based

modelling

JEL Classification R2 � R3

1 Introduction

The last two decades saw the emergence of creative industries and globally an

interest in cultivating them to promote economic growth (Cunningham 2009). The

underlying rationale is that the creative industries can generate new businesses,
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especially in urban areas (Flew 2013; Howkins 2001), and, by doing so, increase the

employment rate (Higgs et al. 2008; Mossig 2011). Furthermore, the potential of

creative industries for urban regeneration (Evans 2005; Pratt 2009), urban

innovation (Scott 2006; Stam et al. 2008) and urban sustainable development

(Kakiuchi 2012) has been highlighted by multiple authors. There are discordant

voices from sceptics (Flew 2010; Flew and Cunningham 2010), and comments that

the term ‘‘creative industries’’ itself lacks rigour (Garnham 2005; Pratt 2005).

Notwithstanding, wide debates indicate a direct linkage between these industries

and economic development.

These streams of research, however, have overlooked the spatiality and location

preferences of creative industries. For urban policy making and urban land use

governance, understanding of these location preferences and their influence on

urban land use can help urban planners and governments to formulate customised

plans and policies. One conclusion regarding the location preferences of creative

firms is that they are primarily determined by ‘‘soft’’ factors, such as creative milieu,

cultural diversity and knowledge spillovers (Bathelt et al. 2004; Florida 2002).

However, there is evidence implying that location preferences are more complex, as

they are influenced by factors such as personal social networks (Musterd and Murie

2010) and environmental amenities, in addition to traditional ‘‘hard’’ factors such as

cultural facilities, infrastructures, public transport services and shopping centres

(Dainov and Sauka 2010). The combination of these factors presents new challenges

to the traditional location analysis based on economics-inspired mathematical

models.

Urban planning involves complex negotiations and is characterised by evolu-

tionary change (de-Roo 2012; Silva 2010). It is therefore important to include other

dimensions into the study of creative industries. One way to expand traditional

research is to examine the dynamics by applying cluster theory (Keane 2011). This

approach helps to explain the emergence of creative industrial parks or spatial

concentrations of creative industries; however, the analytical focus is limited to

internal interactions among firms within clusters and their connection with

innovation (Chapain et al. 2010) or urban governance (Keane 2011). Nevertheless,

in this approach, the dynamics of urban land use change that result from creative

industries’ development, still, are not well explored. Although this aspect has been

touched in urban regeneration analysis (Montgomery 2003, 2004; Pratt 2009), a

crucial element relating to the pattern in the numbers of the creative industries and

the availability of the creative workforce have not been part of the scope of research.

That is, the interdependence of firms and workers has been ignored. Furthermore,

the temporal dimension of the spatiality of the dynamics has been overlooked,

which limits the applicability of the existing research to urban planning practice—in

particular to urban land use planning.

Efforts to study the complexity of urban land use change by means of ‘‘soft

Artificial Intelligence’’ have been made since the 1960s. However, it was not until

the 1990s that these efforts began to thrive (Batty et al. 2012; Wu and Silva 2010).

A result of these computer models has been a shift from strongly deterministic ways

of representing urban systems to more complex adaptive forms that more easily

adjust to actual conditions and include more stochastic and heterogeneous
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characteristics, when dealing with urban land use dynamics (Silva and Wu 2012).

However, few simulation models of internal urban land changes that could result the

development of creative industries exist. An example is the CID-USST (Creative

Industries Development–Urban Spatial Structure Transformation) model developed

by Liu and Silva (2013, 2014) in NetLogo, a free agent-based modelling platform

credited to Wilensky (1999). This model was later enhanced by Wang et al. (2014).

In early applications of CID-USST model, the environment was very simply an

abstraction of the study area, Nanjing city, China. The study area was represented

by a homogenous space with one urban centre and a concentric division of the urban

space (Liu and Silva 2013). This simplified spatial representation limited the

applicability of the model to other cases, given that most large cities are multi-

centred and not concentrically organised, but rather cover irregular geographical

areas and display heterogeneous socio-economic characteristics. In addition, the

abstract space in the original model reduced its usefulness in planning practice as it

was impossible to project the activities and changes occurring in the model at the

urban land level at which planning takes place.

To expand the capabilities of the CID-USST model, it becomes necessary to

adjust the dataset structure and the algorithm. First, it is necessary to relax the

monocentric assumption. Second, as the factors determining the location prefer-

ences of the firms and the workers vary across cases (Dainov and Sauka 2010;

Žaucer et al. 2011), the new model must be able to process a broader array of factors

beyond the eight factors for firms and the five factors for workers in the original

formulation of the model [details can be seen in Liu and Silva (2013)]. Third, to

facilitate urban policy making, the new model needs to enable the model users to

Table 1 CID-USST-GIS model compared to CID-USST model

Aspect CIS-USST model CID-USST-GIS model

Spatial environment Concentric city/homogeneous data of

the case study (‘‘idealised’’ city of

Nanjing)

Real city map represented by GIS

data (for the purpose of this paper

using Jiading real data information)

Applicability to other

cities

Only cities with one centre and

concentric spatial division

All types of cities or user-defined

regions

Number of locational

factors

8 factors for firms and 6 factors for

workers

17 factors for firms and 13 factors for

workers

Applicability to

measuring policy

impacts

1. Can only be treated as a reference

for the formulation of general

policies

2. General policies might be

applicable to other cities at the

macro-level

1. Can be used to formulate spatially

referenced policies with precise

geographical coordinates

2. Customised to a specific case study

in order to generate policies to

compare and contrast across

different counties—as each country

will have its one creative industries

classifications and policies

Spatial allocation of

supportive policies

from urban

government

Only five options (Central Business

District (CBD), inner urban area,

outer urban area, inner suburb, outer

suburb)

The number of options varies

according to the number of

administrative divisions of the city

being studied
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customise policy combinations by referring to local context. Fourth, abstract urban

space needs to be replaced by real city maps so that locations/sites where activities

happen and are of interest to the urban government can be accurately indentified

(Table 1).

This paper details this new phase in the development of the CID-USST model.

The version of the model presented is named ‘‘CID-USST-GIS’’. This model

addresses the needs discussed in the preceding paragraphs and in addition features

(1) greater flexibility for model users to specify the importance factors that influence

office location preferences and workers’ housing location preferences, in addition to

possible policies according to findings from a questionnaire conducted in the city

under study, and (2) GIS datasets to represent the spatial environment of the new

model merged into one layer where the dynamics happen. These features make it

possible for policy makers to identify declining/flourishing areas in the city—by

referring to simulation results, to ‘‘hot spots’’ produced by the model during its

multiple runs, to optimum land use arrangements, and by comparing and contrasting

the results of applying different global and/or local policies.

Following this introduction, the paper proceeds by briefly describing the CID-

USST model (more details of the model can be found in Liu and Silva 2013, 2014).

Organisation and processing of GIS data for integration with the model in the

NetLogo environment is then discussed. The third section then describes an

application of the model to the case of Jiading, focusing on an exploration of the

dynamics of land use change and the implication for land use planning and policy

evaluation and/or development. The paper then ends with some concluding remarks

that highlight the significance of more comprehensive integration of geographical

information system (GIS) and agent-based modelling (ABM).

2 Incorporating GIS data with the CID-USST model

2.1 Introduction to the CID-USST model

2.1.1 The dynamics framework

The original CID-USST model was introduced by Liu and Silva (2013, 2014). This

model was developed in the context of a market economy but under the condition

that urban land is owned by the state, and the government has strong administrative

power on urban land use arrangement. Three agent classes were considered in the

initial model: creative firms, creative workers and the urban government. Creative

firms in the model belong to two sub-sectors: software design and animation design.

Creative workers are the labour force engaged in these two fields. Urban

government represents the policy-making institutions of the city under study (in

this model, their influence is agents that consist of policies packages). The urban

land, the environment in which all the agents’ spatial activities are projected to, is

the medium through which the three agent classes are connected. Each urban land

plot has a range of properties (such as land use type allowed to be developed,

designated plot ratio, terrain, transport availability, building quality) which can
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change in response to the spatial movements of firms, the workers and the spatial

allocations of the urban governmental policy packages. Changes in plot properties

mirror the dynamics of urban land use and, in turn, influence the spatial behaviours

of the three agent classes.

The urban government is responsible for decisions on urban land use that affect

creative industries; it influences the system through: (1) urban land use planning

whereby overall urban land use arrangements are defined, and (2) supportive

policies. Generally, land use planning includes the definition of development zones

(such as farm land, green belt), the identification of sites to be regenerated (for

housing, office or mix use), the definition of maximum density for each plot,

expropriation of land for new development (for housing, office or mix use) and

reallocation or compensation to citizens involved. Supportive policies, on the other

hand, are applied as leverage to develop certain urban areas. In other words, only

firms on certain land plots designated by the government can benefit from these

supportive policies. In the model, three types of supportive policies are considered:

(1) tax reduction; (2) lower land/office rent; and (3) trade/milieu promotion (Liu and

Silva 2014).

As creative firms need a workforce to generate profits, and creative workers need

to earn a living, the spatial movements of these two agent classes are mutually

dependent. However, it cannot be assumed that the workers follow spatially the

firms or vice versa, complex recursive interactions between the location of firms and

the movement of labour must be considered. Therefore, the model is defined in such

a way so that: (1) each firm must try its best to find office space while attracting

workers as appropriate, depending on its development status (if a firm cannot find a

suitable office within a certain time or fails to employ workers as required, then this

firm will fail and will be excluded from the system), and (2) each worker has to find

an agreeable residential location while at the same time hunting for a job to support

living costs (housing costs). If this worker fails in either of these two aspects within

a tolerable time (defined by the user, i.e. using questionnaire results), the agent too

will be excluded from the process (i.e. it is assumed that the worker abandons the

labour market or changes to a different industry). These processes are termed ‘‘agent

death’’ (exclusion from the dynamic system) and agent birth (entry of new creative

workers into the dynamic system). Agent birth is moderated by two conditions: (1)

the employment rate within the creative industries is sufficiently high to attract the

new entrants to the labour market, and (2) the product/service supply is lower than

the market demand which can trigger the emergence of creative firms.

2.1.2 The condition-action rules

The initial CID-USST model includes three agent classes, and their condition-

actions are detailed by Liu and Silva (2013). Here is a brief explanation.

• Urban government (policy packages)

The urban/district government exerts its influence upon the dynamic process

through land use plans and policy packages (agents in the model). Four parameters
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are applied in the model to describe the government’s policy strategies: (1) number

of policy packages; (2) policy packages’ average duration; (3) priority area to be

developed/supported; and (4) business income tax rate for the creative firms. Each

policy package is a combination of the three possible policies (see Sect. 2.1.1 for

details). If the user of the model sets the number of policy packages to ‘‘n’’, then the

government will formulate ‘‘n’’ packages and allocate more than half of them to the

‘‘prior area’’. Each policy package has a duration, and the mean of these ‘‘n’’ policy

packages is the value of ‘‘average duration’’. During the simulation period, the

government taxes each firm by referring to the ‘‘business income tax rate’’. Once a

policy package’s duration is due, it is withdrawn immediately, redesigned and

allocated to another plot of land according to the ‘‘prior area’’.

Generally, not all urban land plots can be used for industries/businesses. For

instance, some need to be used as public spaces, while others are conservation/

protected areas. Consequently, the government in the model only allows develop-

ment on plots granted with development permit. During model run, the user can act

as the government and initiate ‘‘land expropriation’’ and ‘‘urban regeneration’’ by

pressing ‘‘plotrenew’’ and ‘‘newsubflat’’. ‘‘Land expropriation’’ happens in

protected areas such as green belts and farmlands, while ‘‘urban regeneration’’

always takes place on plots with low building quality.

• Creative firms

Each creative firm has to implement two actions: (1) find a suitable office

location and (2) employ the right number of workers. While looking for an office, a

firm will evaluate the location utility (Uf) of each candidate land plot, calculated by

Eq. (1):

Uf ¼ ðw1 � mf1 þ w2 � mf2 þ w3 � mf3 þ � � � þ w8 � mf8Þ � Q ð1Þ

where {mf1, mf2, mf3, mf4, mf5, mf6, mf7, mf8} are the candidate plot’s scores of the

eight location factors: (1) government policy guidance; (2) urban road transport (bus

line); (3) high-speed public transport (underground); (4) cooperation and trade

milieu among firms; (5) geographical proximity; (6) land/office rent; (7) sharing of

talent pool; and (8) physical environment; {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8} are the

eight corresponding weights that this firm put to each factor; Q is the plot’s building

quality. The firm chooses a plot with the highest utility as its final office location.

• Creative workers

Creative workers have to: (1) find a location to suit his residence needs and (2)

find a job in the creative firms to support his living costs. Similar to the principle

that the firms apply to searching for offices, creative workers evaluate the location

utility for residence (Uw) in each targeted plot by referring to Eq. (2):

Uw ¼ ðw1 � mw1 þ w2 � mw2 þ w3 � mw3 þ � � � þ w5 � mw5Þ � Q ð2Þ

where {mw1, mw2, mw3, mw4, mw5} are the candidate plot’s scores of the five

location factors: (1) public transport (bus line and underground); (2) convenience
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for buying daily supplies; (3) housing rent/price; (4) physical environment quality;

and (5) cultural facility; {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5} are the five corresponding weights that

the worker puts to each factor; Q is the candidate plot’s building quality.

2.2 Incorporating GIS data into the new version of the CID-USST model

2.2.1 Dataset and data standardising

To overcome the limitations inherent in a monocentric model, the abstract single-

centred urban space was replaced with a real city map, including multiple layers in

the format of shape file. Each layer describes one category of the geographical

element of urban space. Thus, the centres (if there are more than two) of the city/

district to be examined can be combined into a single layer, which then can be

imported to the model for computation.

The number of layers and geographical features in each layer depends on the

location factors that define the creative firms’ office location preferences and the

creative workers’ housing location preferences. The initial model required eight

factors for the firms and five factors for the workers; these factors were dependent

on the research done in these two sub-sectors, software design and cartoon design,

primarily promoted in Nanjing’s government policy. However, the location

decisions of both the creative firms and the creative workers vary across different

cities and differ in different sub-sectors. By referring to the literature on this issue

(Dainov and Sauka 2010; Hutton 2004; Musterd 2004; Musterd and Gritsai 2010;

Vang 2007; Žaucer et al. 2011), the improved model expands this to consider 17

factors for the firms and 13 factors for the workers (see Table 2). Thus, the location

utility function for the firms can be rewritten in the form of Eq. (3) and for the

workers in the form of Eq. (4).

Uf ¼ Q
X17

i¼1

wi � mfiði 2 f1; 2; 3; 4. . .; 17gÞ ð3Þ

where Uf is location utility, Q is building quality, wi is the weight the firm puts to

factor i, mfi is the location mark the plot has for factor i.

Uw ¼ Q
X13

i¼1

wi � mwiði 2 f1; 2; 3; 4. . .; 13gÞ ð4Þ

where Uw is location utility, Q is building quality, wi is the weight the worker puts to

factor i, and mwi is the location mark the plot has for factor i.

Under this framework, the standardised GIS dataset requires 25 layers, each with

one relevant geographical factor. The distribution of these geographical features

then shapes the heterogeneous landscape of the location marks which are used in the

location utility calculation (Table 2). In addition to the GIS dataset, two additional

datasets are obtained through questionnaires and/or semi-structured interviews. The

first of these datasets is the distribution of the weights on all the location factors (17

factors for the firms and 13 factors for the workers), which serves as the reference
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for defining the location preference properties of the firms and the workers in the

dynamics (Table 3), while the second concerns the distribution of policies for firms

and workers, i.e. each possible supportive policy’s number percentage of all the

supportive policies (Table 4).

2.2.2 Incorporating GIS data with the CID-USST model

Two steps are needed to incorporate the GIS data into the CID-USST model: (1)

import the 25 layers into the model and (2) transfer the properties of the 25 layers

Table 2 Standardised GIS dataset (25 layers in the format of shape file)

Layers of GIS dataset Feature

type

Notes

(1) Administrative boundary Polygon define the geographical study scope

(2) Sub- administrative areas Polygon define the number of sub-areas and their boundaries

(3) City centres Point define the location and number of the city centres,

relating to factor F(4)

(4) Regional highways Polyline show regional connections

(5) Highways’ interchanges to the

city

Point relating to factor F(1)

(6) Bus stations for regional transport Point relating to factor F(1)

(7) Railway Polyline show regional connections

(8) Railway stations Point relating to factor F(1)

(9) Airport Point relating to factor F(1)

(10) Port Point relating to factor F(1)

(11) Urban road system Polyline relating to factor F(2), W(6)

(12) Bus stops (stations) Point relating to factor F(2), W(6)

(13) Underground lines Polyline show underground system

(14) Underground stations Point relating to factor F(11), W(6)

(15) Cultural facilities (cinemas, art

galleries, museum, etc.)

Point relating to factor F(9), W(7)

(16) Leisure facilities (gym, stadium,

cafe, etc.)

Point relating to factor F(9), W(7)

(17) River (in line) Polyline relating to factor F(10), W(8)

(18) Lake and river (in polygon) Polygon relating to factor F(10), W(8)

(19) Green coverage (woods, green

parks, etc.)

Polygon relating to factor F(10), W(8)

(20) Internet coverage Polygon relating to factor F(6), W(12)

(21) Universities and research

institutions

Polygon relating to factor F(7), W(7)

(22) Industrial parks/incubators Polygon relating to factor F(12), F(13), F(15)

(23) Primary/secondary schools Point relating to factor W(4)

(24) Shopping malls/grocery shops Point relating to factor W(2)

(25) Map of other land use types Polygon defining the other land plots usable for housing/office
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Table 3 Standardised factors for the case of Jiading

17 Factors for the firms (F) Weight of each

factor for the

firms in the case

of Jiading (%)

13 Factors for the workers

(W)

Weight of each

factor for the

workers in the case

of Jiading (%)

F(1) regional/global transport 3.7 W(1) lower rent/price 14.5

F(2) connection to internal urban

transport system (bus services)

15.6 W(2) convenience for

buying daily supplies

22.1

F(3) closeness to raw materials 1.2 W(3) proximity to

residents with social

status similar to myself

2.1

F(4) closeness to sale market 3.1 W(4) good accessibility

and good quality for

children’s schooling

6.3

F(5) lower office rent 10.8 W(5) closeness to the firm

I am working for

15.0

F(6) internet connection 1.3 W(6) convenient for

commuting

24.5

F(7) proximity to universities/

research institutions

1.9 W(7) good cultural and

leisure facilities

(cinema, coffee, gym,

museum and library,

etc.)

6.3

F(8) proximity to industries

engaged in similar businesses

3.4 W(8) pleasant physical

environment (park,

green space, square,

etc.)

4.2

F(9) cultural and leisure facilities

(cinema, coffee, gym, museum

and library, etc.)

2.4 W(9) good healthcare

facilities

3.4

F(10) environmental amenities

(park, green space, square, etc.)

3.2 W(10) being allocated or

inheriting from parents

1.2

F(11) connection to rapid public

transport (underground, etc.)

10.9 W(11) supportive policies

from government

0.0

F(12) cultural milieu/creative

milieu for creative workers (to

share, to chat and to discuss,

etc.)

3.1 W(12) internet coverage 0.4

F(13) accessibility to talent pool 6.9 W(13) other factors 0.0

F(14) supportive policies from

government (land supply, tax

reduction, etc. in certain area)

18.8

F(15) established trust and good

trade milieu

9.5

F(16) personal social networks of

the firm’s founder/manager

2.8

F(17) other factors 1.4
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(geographical features) to the ‘‘patches’’ (land plots) in NetLogo. The first step can

be completed by using ‘‘GIS primitives’’ built in the GIS extension of NetLogo.

The 25 layers (shape files) are vector-based, while the ‘‘world’’ in NetLogo is, in

essence, raster-based. Thus, the interoperation of data in these two systems cannot

be directly performed. To solve this problem, the model uses NetLogo as the main

platform and transfers the properties of the geographical features to the ‘‘patches

(land plots)’’. Basically, there are three feature types in the GIS data: polygon, point

and polyline. Each one has to follow its own rule for data transfer.

NetLogo’s ‘‘GIS extension’’ has a built-in primitive (‘‘gis:apply-coverage’’) to

transfer the polygon’s properties to the ‘‘patches’’. Plate (1) in Fig. 1 illustrates the

rules for this procedure, which involves finding all polygons for each intersecting

patches. In addition, before the data transfer, two values related to the percentage of

a patch being covered by polygons need to be defined: the minimum threshold value

(by default 10 %) and the maximum threshold value (by default 33 %). If the total

percentage of the covered area is less than the minimum threshold of a patch being

covered by a polygon (patch a in plate (1) of Fig. 1), then this patch will be regarded

as not covered by any polygons and no property transfer will be executed. If there is

Table 4 Policy set for the case of Jiading

10 Possible supportive

policies for the firms

Importance of each

policy in the Case of

Jiading (%)

6 Possible supportive

policies for the workers

Likelihood of each

policy in the Case of

Jiading (%)

PF(1) lower office rent 19.5 PW(1) working skill

training programme

–

PF(2) funding support

(loan, etc.)

27.6 PW(2) trade/marketing/

products expo events

–

PF(3) tax reduction 38.8 PW(3) welfare

programmes for the

creative workers

–

PF(4) lower bills for

water, electricity,

sewage, etc.

4.1 PW(4) funding for young

entrepreneur in creative

industries

–

PF(5) supportive

programmes to attract

creative workers

16.3 PW(5) funding for R&D

in creative industries

–

PF(6) training

programmes for

employees

1.0 PW(6) other supportive

policies

–

PF(7) help in marketing

for creative products/

services

6.1

PF(8) one stop

administrative service

14.3

PF(9) intellectual

property rights

protection

1.0

PF(10) other supportive

policies

16.3
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only one polygon covering a percentage of area greater than the maximum threshold

of a patch being covered b a polygon (patch c in plate (1) of Fig. 1), inherit this

polygon’s properties (non-numeric properties, such as land use type). However, if it

occupies more than one polygon taking up a percentage of area greater than the

maximum threshold (patch b in plate (1) of Fig. 1), as illustrated by patch b, it will

copy the first polygon’s properties (polygon 1 in plate (1) of Fig. 1) rather than the

others’.

Regarding point and polyline data, no primitives are available in NetLogo for

property transfer. To deal with point data, each patch in NegLogo is asked to check

whether points are contained. If there is more than one point within it, then only the

first one’s properties will be copied to the patch. If there is only one point, then the

patch will directly inherit the properties of this point (point 1 in plate (2) of Fig. 1).

If the point is located exactly on the bordering line of two patches (point 2 in plate

(2) of Fig. 1), then one of these two patches will be randomly selected to represent

the properties of this point. Similarly, if the point happens to be at the vertex of four

patches (point 3 in plate (2) of Fig. 1), then one out of the four will be randomly

selected as the one inheriting this point’s properties.

Regarding polyline data, the model first checks for each patch whether it

intersects with the polyline (the patch and the polyline share at least one point). All

patches intersecting with the polyline will be treated as a representation of one

segment of the polyline. However, if a segment is precisely on the border of two

neighbouring patches (segment 1 in plate (3) of Fig. 1), then only one of them will

be chosen by random to denote this segment. If there are more than one polylines

going through the same patch, then this patch will have the properties of the first

polyline but not the others.

In practice, not all 25 layers of data will necessarily be available. To

accommodate a situation like this, the model allows some of them to be empty

by checking the number of features in each of them before data transfer. If there is

no feature in a layer (which means data of this layer is not available), the feature

number-checking module will report 0, telling the data-transfer module not to

execute transferring so as to avoid computation error. When all the GIS data are

incorporated, it is then possible to develop the model in a pure agent-based

modelling environment. In other words, this GIS data processing part is a detachable

module, which can be coupled with the ‘‘set-up’’ module in the original CID-USST

to get data ready in different cases for the execution of the simulation process (the

‘‘go’’ modules). Three matrices are also applied to store the data of the firms’ office

Fig. 1 Rules for topology operation and data transfer
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location preference, the workers’ housing location preference and the distribution of

policies in order to produce the new model that incorporates the GIS data. As a

consequence, the new adapted model reflects this change and is named CID-USST-

GIS model.

With this new model, it is possible to apply it to other case studies (cities or urban

districts) by the expedient of preparing and inputting relevant data according to the

standardised datasets. This can be done in two phases: the first one is to define the

weight distributions of the factors for firms and workers, as well as the policies

(which require minor manual modifications of the code). The second phase is to

update the GIS data by saving the 25-layer dataset of the case study in the map

folder attached to the code file (*.nlogo file). However, as the number of the sub-

districts in different cases varies, the module for drawing the graphs of the spatial

distribution of the firms and the workers needs minor revision by referring to the

names of the sub-districts.

Figure 2 illustrates the user interface of the CID-USST-GIS model. Compared to

the original version (CID-USST model) (Liu and Silva 2014), this model adds a new

section (box B in Fig. 2) dedicated to policy data. In addition, since the priority

areas that the urban government will support depends on the individual case study

(i.e. some areas of the district can be subject to a specific policy and other areas no),

a drop-down list of the sub-districts (rather than the five sub-areas as mentioned in

Sect. 2.1.2) is provided accordingly (box A in Fig. 2). The new version also

included additional six buttons (box C in Fig. 2) that improve the readability of the

outputs in the ‘‘world’’ window by enabling the user to choose a certain theme map

(such as distribution of the firms or land use plan map).

Instead of covering a series of themes, such as clustering patterns, development

trajectories of the firms and the workers (box D in Fig. 2), this paper focuses only on

the analysis of dynamics of the firms’ and the workers’ spatial distributions (box E

in Fig. 2). The next section presents some of the main analysis carried out on the

revised model.

3 The application of the CID-USST-GIS model to the case of Jiading

3.1 The study area and the data

The Jiading district is located in the northwest of Shanghai (Fig. 3). Under the

pressure of economic restructuring, in 2012, Jiading initiated the ‘‘Great Incubator’’

strategy, expecting to attract, cultivate and sustain entrepreneurs and creative

workers engaged in creative industries and high-tech industries. One challenge

arising from this ambition was how to efficiently and adaptively arrange urban land

use for these new industries. The CID-USST-GIS model, as described in the

previous sections of this paper, is applied to Jiading as an attempt to support

decision-making on this issue.

By referring to the standardised GIS dataset (Table 2), in the case of Jiading, 17

layers of geographical features (Fig. 4) were prepared. Airport data were not

included as Jiading does not have its own airport but shares two airports (Pudong
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Fig. 2 User interface of the CID-USST-GIS model (with GIS data of Jiading imported)
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International Airport and Hongqiao Airport) with Shanghai municipality. In

addition, (water) ports are not considered as there is no port managed by Jiading.

The datasets for Internet coverage, primary schools and bus stops are not available,

and as a consequence, they are not included in the GIS dataset. So, no property data

transfer is executed for these three layers, meaning that each plot’s location mark in

each of these three aspects is 0 (because there is no accessibility to the three

features). Thus, the location utility (location mark 9 weight) derived from these

three is 0.

The layer of shopping malls is not directly presented as its data were not

available. To circumvent this, town centres data were used to represent the

convenience for daily shopping. The land use map is a version of the urban land use

plan of Jiading (2020). It includes seven land use types: commercial, public

services, green space, industrial, residential, R&D and municipal utility (Fig. 5).

Green space is strictly protected. In the model, these plots cannot be occupied by

creative firms or workers unless the land use type is changed to industrial or

residential by Jiading district government. The firms and workers cannot locate on

land plots planned for public facilities and administrative institutions either. As per

land use regulations, firms can only occupy plots with land use types of commercial

(considering mix land use), R&D and industrial. Workers, on the other hand, can

only locate in residential plots.

For the sake of conciseness, only some key results of the case study questionnaire

and semi-structured interviews are presented while introducing the model [results

appear in column 2 and column 4 of Table 3 and Table 4—weight of each factor for

the firms/workers in the case of Jiading (%)].

Table 3 presents the importance of each of the 17 factors for the creative firms

and the 13 factors for the creative workers in Jiading. As seen there, the results

Fig. 3 Location of Jiading in
Shanghai
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indicate that policies (F(14)) play an essential role in shaping the location preferences

of creative firms. In addition, public transport services (F(2) and F(11)) conspicuously

outperform the influence of cultural/leisure facilities, the closeness to universities

and the proximity to similar industries, factors usually emphasised by scholars

(Florida 2002; Glaeser et al. 2001) as ‘‘soft’’ conditions. The factors that define the

creative workers’ location decisions show a very different landscape. The factors

that matter most are related to convenience in daily life, such as public transport

services (W(6)), closeness to working places (W(5)) and shopping services (W(2)).

Lower housing rent is influential but not the most important one. Factors such as

cultural/leisure facilities (W(7)) and good physical environment (W(8)) are just as

important as the good accessibility of children’s schooling (W(4)).

The importance of the 10 possible policies is depicted in Table 4. The three

mostly valued factors by firms are lower office rent (PF(1)), funding support (PF(2))

and tax reduction (PF(3)). In this case study, as there are no observed policies

directly targeted at creative workers, the distribution of the importance of policies

for the workers is not considered (i.e. is left blank).

3.2 Policy implications of the dynamics of the creative firms

Figure 6 depicts the dynamics of the spatial distribution of creative firms within two

five-year plan periods, from 2013 to 2023. In the first five-year plan period, the 12

areas can be classified into three groups according to their attractiveness to creative

Fig. 4 Layers of the geographical features
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firms. The first group is ‘‘Industrial park’’ having the largest number of firms. The

middle group includes ‘‘Anting’’, ‘‘Malu’’ and ‘‘Xuxing’’. However, being attractive

at the beginning does not necessarily mean that this advantage will prevail. For

instance, the number of firms in ‘‘Xuxing’’ and ‘‘Malu’’ declines, whereas ‘‘Anting’’

experiences a steady increase, which results in the two-group pattern: ‘‘industrial

park’’ and ‘‘Anting’’ rank first and the rest the second. In addition, it can also be seen

that the areas being regarded as unattractive by firms early on can over time

effectively compete for attracting creative firms as the case of ‘‘Anting’’ illustrates.

The simulation results are useful to identify the sub-districts experiencing decline

and can help in the policy-making practice to formulate new strategies to restore

their attractiveness.

In practice, attracting, sustaining and cultivating creative industries require

significant investment from the urban government and other potential stakeholders

(Comunian 2011). However, the question is how to decide where and when to put

the money and resources? One response is to invest in the land plots designed for

‘‘industrial’’ or ‘‘commercial’’ activities (brown or red patches in Fig. 5) so as to

direct creative firms to these areas. This solution is acceptable but still has the

problem of not pointing out the priority areas and the timetable for the investment.

This problem can be solved by interpreting the outputs of the CID-USST-GIS

model. By checking the spatial distribution of firms against the land use plan in

three periods (Fig. 7), three suggestions can be proposed:

Fig. 5 Data of urban land use plan (2020)
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1. It would be a waste to invest in all land plots; as seen in Fig. 6, some of the

areas do not seem to attract firms when the model is running; therefore, it would

be better to focus on some of the more dynamic areas that attract more firms and

this also means that once we know which areas to prioritise inside each area, the

priority should be to focus on the most attractive and dynamic land plots for ‘‘

industrial’’ or ‘‘commercial’’ land as they have the maximum probability of

attracting creative industries.

2. The timetable and priority areas for investment are the following: at the starting

stage, the focus should be on the ‘‘industrial’’ land plots in ‘‘Xuxing’’,

‘‘commercial’’ and ‘‘R&D’’ plots in ‘‘Malu’’ (circled areas in 2013 shown in

Fig. 7); at stage two, there is a need to keep focusing on the previous three

locations, while at the same time add another two sites, one in ‘‘Anting’’ and the

other in ‘‘Waigang’’ (circled areas in 2018 shown in Fig. 7), and the final stage

shows a kind of decentralisation which means that there is a need to focus more

on the outer areas (the two circled areas in 2023 shown in Fig. 7), while at the

same time prepare strategies to revitalise the declining areas.

3. As development and change is a continuous evolutionary process, the land use

plans might need alteration and revision in practice to adapt and optimise the

profit from land exploitation. For instance, Xuxing (the lake blue line in Fig. 6)

experiences boom at the early stage (2013–2014), which increases demand for

service facilities (food, shopping, etc.) and thus land for service industries.

However, after approximately 3 years, this area declines suddenly and keeps a

lower growth level (until 2023). This development pattern means that from

2017 onwards, urban regeneration/land use transformation is necessary if the

same growth level is to be sustained, which in turn requires revisions of the

original land use plan.

Fig. 6 Simulated dynamics of the spatial distribution of firms
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Fig. 7 Simulated spatial
distribution of the creative firms
in 2013, 2018 and 2023
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3.3 Policy implications of the dynamics of the creative workers’ spatial
distributions

By referring to the spatial distribution of the workers, all the sub-districts can be

categorised into three groups in both the first and the second five-year period:

‘‘Malu’’ and ‘‘Xuxing’’ as the first group; ‘‘Huating’’, ‘‘Zhenxing’’ and ‘‘Waigang’’

as the last and the rest as the second. However, the areas in each group experience

change from period one to two: ‘‘Jiangqiao’’ rises from group two to group one and

‘‘Waigang’’ goes from tier one up to the second tier. In addition, it can be observed

that the creative workers’ spatial distribution pattern has more fluctuations (Fig. 8)

than creative firms, thus indicating a fierce competition in the labour and housing

markets. Workers who cannot get sufficient pay or afford the rising housing prices

have to move frequently, or try to look for better-paid jobs.

Although every sub-district experiences fluctuation, almost all of them show an

overall trend of increase in the number of creative workers. That is, the housing

demand increases in every sub-district. This simulation result, however, does not

necessarily indicate that the government can distribute investment in all the

supposed residential areas equally at the same time which would lead to vast waste

of resources. So, by comparing the land use plan and the development of the

creative workers’ spatial distributions, the policy makers can see that at the

beginning, the focus needs to be at the central and southern areas (circled areas in

2013 shown in Fig. 9). But gradually, the focus needs to be shifted to the western

parts (circled areas in 2018 shown in Fig. 9) and finally to the northern areas and

southern sites (circled areas in 2023 shown in Fig. 9).

Fig. 8 Simulated dynamics of the workers’ spatial distribution
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Fig. 9 Simulated spatial
distribution of the creative
workers in 2013, 2018 and 2023
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4 Conclusion

The last two decades have witnessed the emergence and global flourishing of

creative industries. It is commonly stated that creative industries tend to be a central

goal for cities and regions expecting to generate growth and innovation. Thus,

extensive research work has been dedicated to the discussion on creative industries’

contribution to urban economic growth, urban innovation and urban regeneration.

These streams of research, however, have rarely explored the spatiality of creative

industries in a comprehensive manner. Even though work has been done on creative

industries’ location behaviours and its influence upon the urban built environment,

the dynamics of the interaction between creative industries’ development and urban

land use has been for the most part ignored. However, the inherent organisational

flexibility and spatial adaptability of creative industries present urban policy makers

with important challenges that require continuous study so that policy formulation

and land use arrangement can be customised and adjusted in an adaptive way.

An effort in this direction has been made by Liu and Silva (2013, 2014) by

developing the CID-USST model. Initially, the spatial environment of this model

was a homogenous and abstract monocentric urban space, and the factors impacting

the location preference of the creative firms and the creative workers were fixed.

The manipulation of these initial aspects reduced the complexity of the model and

the difficulty in the interpretation of the simulated results. While it was an important

first phase in this model’s development, the simplification reduced the operability

and utility of the system and weakened the policy conclusions that could be gleaned

from its use. Moreover, the application of this model to cities with more than one

commercial centre presented the risk of misleading conclusions.

The new CID-USST-GIS model presented in this paper is capable of processing

GIS data and allows model users to adjust the array of locational factors according

to the city/region under study. This flexibility makes it easy to customise the model

to different cities and generate specific spatially referenced planning policies.

Nevertheless, it increases the complexity of the model and, therefore, increases the

challenges in the sensitivity analysis and the results interpretation. For that reason, it

is crucial but not easy to strike a balance between complexity and simplicity when

using agent-based modelling.

The application of the new CID-USST-GIS model to Jiading reveals that: (1) in

the first five-year session, the four most attractive sub-districts to the creative firms

were ‘‘Industrial park’’, ‘‘Anting’’, ‘‘Malu’’ and ‘‘Xuxing’’; however, both ‘‘Malu’’

and ‘‘Xuxing’’ declined, while ‘‘Anting’’ experienced increase in the creative

workers’ number in the second session; (2) Regarding the spatial distribution of

creative workers, each sub-district suffers fluctuations through time and space, but

almost all of them display an overall increasing trend. By referring to these

simulation outputs, the urban/town government can customise policies in both

spatial and temporal dimensions in an adaptive way. In addition, by comparing the

spatial evolution of the spatial distributions of the creative firms and the creative

workers, it is possible to identify the exact locations to which the government

should better allocate funds and supportive policies. This comparison also provides
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a good reference point for Jiading government to adjust the implemented urban land

use plan, where necessary.

Even though this CID-USST-GIS model managed to incorporate the GIS data, a

gap still remains between what this paper presents and the level of integration

between the ABM and GIS as it is only a loose-coupled connection of the two

systems, with agent-based modelling serving as a platform. Also, the urban land use

map in this model is static (initial seed year map is transported though time without

calibration of newer versions) which does not reflect the reality that planning should

be an evolutionary process in which a further extension of the model can try to treat

the urban land use map in a dynamic way taking care of the co-evolution of the two

systems. However, there still remains a challenge in coordinating the different data

structures and data interoperability between ABM and GIS (Silva 2011a, b; Crooks

and Castle 2012). In addition, since planning is part of an evolutionary process, the

policies and investment timetable formulated based on the simulation outputs

should not be treated as an ultimate solution to arrange policies and resources for the

development of creative industries. They are all subject to continuous revisions and

adjustments.
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